Minor/Concentration Form

Student Name: _______________________________________  Change for term:

ID #:   _____________________________________

Student Signature: ____________________________________  Date: _____________

I. Minor

Current Minor: ________________________________

New Minor: ________________________________

Signature of minor advisor: ________________________________

Please see reverse side of page for an accurate list of minors.

II. Concentration

Current Concentration: ________________________________

New Concentration: ________________________________

Signature of concentration advisor: ________________________________

Please see reverse side of page for an accurate list of concentrations.

Submit completed form to Enrollment Services
Pitt-Bradford Minors

Accounting - BSOCS:BACCT-MN
Administration of Justice - BSOCS:BADMJ-MN
Anthropology - BSOCS:BANTH-MN
Archeology - BSOCS:BARCH-MN
Art - BHUMA:BART-MN
Athletic Coaching - BSES:BATHCH-MN
Biology - BNATS:BBIO-MN
Business - BSOCS:BBUS-MN
Chemistry - BSOCS:BCHEM-MN
Communications - BHUMA:BCOMMN
Comparative Literature - BHUMA:BCLP-MN
Computer Information Systems - BNATS:BCIS-MN
Computer Science - BNATS:BCS-MN
Counseling Psychology – BSOCS:BCPSY-MN
Digital Graphic Design - BDGDES-MN
Economics - BSOCS:BECON-MN
Education (Non-teaching) - BEDUC:BEDUCNT-MN
English - BHUMA:BENG-MN
Entrepreneurship – BSOCS:BENSHP-MN
Environmental Science - BNATS:BENVSC-MN
Finance - BSOCS:BFIN-MN
Gender Studies - BHUMA:BGENDST-MN
Geology - BNATS:BGEOL-MN
History - BSOCS:BHIST-MN
International Business- BSOCS:BIBUS-MN
International Studies - BA-S:BINTST-MN
Management Information Systems - BNATS:BMIS-MN
Marketing - BSOCS:BMKRT-MN
Math Modeling - BNATS:BMTHMDL-MN
Mathematics - BNATS:BMATH-MN
Philosophy - BHUMA:BPHIL-MN
Physics - BNATS:BPHYS-MN
Political Science - BSOCS:BPS-MN
Psychology - BNATS:BPSY-MN
Public Administration - BSOCS:BPA-MN
Public Relations - BHUMA:BPR-MN
Recreation Administration - BSES:BRECADM-MN
Sociology - BSOCS:BSOC-MN
Spanish - BHUMA:BSPAN-MN
Speech Communication - BHUMA:BSPCOMM-MN
Sports Communication & Info - BSES:BSPCMIN-MN
Theatre - BHUMA:BTHEA-MN
Writing - BHUMA:BWRTNG-MN

Pitt-Bradford Concentrations

**Chemistry Major:**
Organic/Bio-Organic Chemistry
Physical/Analytical Chemistry

**Mathematics Major:**
Actuarial Science
Physics

**Physical Science Major:**
Biology
Chemistry
Geology